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What is blockchain?
A record of information that is encrypted in a unique way such that the 
encryption value can be shared with everyone and not duplicated by anyone.  

What is unique about the encryption?  

using the SHA256 algorithm the encryption value generated from the record 
of information will be unique to that information 

                            AND  

 the same information will result in the same encryption value every time 

                            AND 

the encryption value is unique to that information, so changing the 
information by a single letter or number will result in a completely new 
encryption value 



How is this useful in 
Forestry Certification? 

Because any record of information can be 
encrypted by the SHA256 algorithm, and the 
encryption value will be unique to the 
information, those encryption values can be used 
to substitute for the information itself. 



Traditional CoC

limited harvest 
practice 

verification

limited visibility into 
forest of origination

difficult to accurately 
determine % 

certified material 
content

little to no information 
about forest of origin 

reaches the end customer



Blockchain of Custody

lat: -3.47662 
long: -62.21745

2. harvest GPS  

coordinates encrypted

3. harvest encryption 

value checked against  
encryption values  
of prohibited areas

4. harvest encryption 

appended to mill info on 
load number, volume, etc. 
and the entire record 
encrypted

5. this encryption value 

is then used in the mill 
work order system as a 
unit of measurement 
which creates a “token”

6. a count of how many “tokens” were used and 

the “token” encryption values are then passed 
through the CoC like a standard certificate 

7. all participants have 

access to the server to 
verify their tokens at any 
time

1. all harvesting equipment 

given gps to capture lat/long of 
every single tree harvested. 



Benefits of Blockchain
Absolute Sustainability. The harvest location of every load is checked against a 
database of prohibited areas prior to the load being accepted by the mill accounting 
software. Literally no possible way for the mill to buy wood from controversial sources.  

Privacy. All information is attached to the appropriate record and immediately 
encrypted by impartial software. No human ever has access to sensitive information. 
Only the result of the encryption is shared outside of the organization.  

Fraud prevention. Every single load of wood is verified, and the mill work order 
systems are directly tied into the blockchain server, so each load can only be used once.  

Low compliance burden. Previously manual compliance functions such as certificate 
auditing, credit volume records, and chain of custody verification are performed by the 
software. Blockchain program compliant with existing ISO accounting systems 
standards and auditable as such.  

On-demand access. All participants can verify sustainability of all products throughout 
the supply chain at any time by logging into the blockchain server. 



Projected Costs 
for a 1MM ton/year pulp mill with 1 contract chip mill, 1 satellite woodyard, and 30 independent loggers. 

One time:  

blockchain program: ~$200,000 / facility 

harvest location program: ~ $20,000 / facility  

Recurring Annual:  

Harvest location: ~$1,220/ logger  

Blockchain program: ~$15,000 / facility 



Why it’s worth it

$953,990.21 lost by RoyOMartin due to timber theft

“over $7,000,000” lost by Resolute  
due to controversial sources

$13,000,000 lost by LumberLiquidators  
due to Lacey Act violations $97,921.64 lost by GP due to timber theft


